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Marine and Coastal Biodiversity Management in Pacific Island Countries
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Objective

To strengthen the sustainable management and conservation of marine and coastal biodiversity in five Pacific Island Countries (Fiji, Kiribati, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Vanuatu)
1. **Economic valuations** of marine + coastal ecosystem services

2. **Marine spatial planning**

3. **Effective** approaches to **site management** (MPAs and locally managed marine areas)

---

**Marine Spatial Planning (MSP)**

- **Integrated Planning at Multiple Scales**
  - Community scale: Community Management Approaches
  - Country or Territory scale: National Marine and Coastal Zones
  - Regional scale: Linking regional resources

**GIS**

---

**What is Marine Spatial Planning?**

A framework and process for integrated cross sectoral planning and decision making for sustainable resource use.
GIS Elements

- Support Governments with marine mapping and GIS needs
- Identify marine and coastal data
- Assist to compile and consolidate data.
- *Transform data into suitable spatial format for MSP*
- Provide hands-on training: in-country - capacity building (QGIS)
- Coordinate with other projects in-country

**Spatial data sources:**
- Government/NGOs (closed) and
- Regional/Global data sources (open)
Current project – Marine Classification

- Building marine zones or regions

- Classification: using best available biological and physical information
  - *E.g Species and habitat diversity (comprehensive)*
  - *Environmental conditions: SST, depth, salinity, dis. oxygen, chlorophyll, etc.*

Why?

- Current efforts to prioritize new marine conservation areas have been hampered by:
  - Lack of detailed, comprehensive biogeographic systems to classify oceans
- Conservation is opportunistic and where there is data
1. IBRA - Interim Biogeographic Regionalization for Australia

- used land-based approach to classify land surface, incl. attributes of climate, geomorphology, and flora/fauna information.
- Endorsed by Australian government as a key tool for identifying land for conservation under Australia's Strategy for the National Reserve System 2009-2030.

2. Rezoning the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park

- There were 30 reef and 40 non-reef classes
- Process led to the protection of representative habitats - > 30% protection of GBR
- Involved participatory planning – recognized as “world best practice”
3. Coral Triangle Initiative – Ecoregions

- define "geographically distinct assemblages of species, natural communities, and environmental conditions".
- There were eleven defined ecoregions.

http://www.ctroms.ucar.edu/the-coral-triangle.html
HOW??

- Using GIS? **QGIS, ArcGIS**
- Unsupervised classification – *(groupings of pixels with common characteristics)*

- QGIS - Processing algorithm under the Orfeo Toolbox.

Start up QGIS and add your layer stack to the project. We will need this later on to interpret the classes afterwards. Now open up the SEXTANTE toolbox and go the *Learning* section of the Orfeo Toolbox and double click on *Unsupervised KMeans image classification*: 
ArcGIS - Calculate the clusters, then assign classes

Unsupervised Classification in ArcGIS (iso-clusters)

Unsupervised classification remote sensing does not provide sample classes. The user identifies how many classes to generate and which bands to use. The software then clusters pixels into the set number of classes. The user then identifies the land cover classes.

Unsupervised Classification Steps:

- Generate clusters
- Assign classes

Unsupervised Classification Diagram

**Step 1:** Activate Spatial Analyst Extension

The first step is to activate the spatial analyst extension in ArcGIS (customize>extensions>spatial analyst).

**Step 2:** Generate clusters

This unsupervised classification example uses the iso-clusters unsupervised classification method (spatial analysis tools>multivariate>iso clusters).

Input: The image you want to be classified.
Number of classes: The number of classes generated during unsupervised classification should be about 10 times the number of bands in your image. For example, if you are working with multispectral red, green, blue and NIR bands, then the number here will be 40 (4 classes x 10).
Minimum class size: This is the number of pixels to make a unique class.

When you click OK, classes will be formed based on your input parameters. But they still need to be identified which land cover classes they are.

Issue in GIS – it crashes with big data
MACBIO - We use “R” Software

- Why R?
  - Open-source
  - Specialised stats software for statistical analysis and modelling
  - Handles large data size
  - Customization

```r
# Solomon Islands species distribution modelling
# Date: 13/3/15
# Author: Hans Wendt (MACBIO)

# This script develops a way of running SORK for the fish species in the Solomon Islands.
# Later this will be expanded to a larger suite of sites from the macbio box  countries and their neighbours.

# Load data
setwd("C:\R_example\MACBIO\SI\Fish data")
si.fish = read.csv("SI_fishdatabase_21oct2015.csv")
setwd("C:\R_example\MACBIO\SI\Site data")
SI.env = read.csv("SI_Sitesdatabase_19oct2015.csv", header = T, row.names = 1)
SI.env$max_m = NULL
SI.env$min_m = NULL
SI.env$lat = NULL
SI.env$lon = NULL
SI.env$DATE = NULL

# Test Correlations
# Here we need to get the environmental predictors that are not correlated, we need to narrow the list down significantly to work.
# cor.table = data.frame(cor(SI.env)). This doesn't work because all tested parameters must all be numeric. What could we do? Who over these guys to see how different they are?

ss.env.t = data.frame(T(SI.env))
colnames(ss.env.t) = SI.env.t[1]
test = goodfit(ss.env.t, asy.bin=NULL)
```
Example scenario – open sourced data

- Data processing in QGIS/ArcGIS
- Input data into “R”
  - Environmental variables.csv
  - Species and modelling
R-Stats analysis

• Correlation test
  – correlation matrix for all pairs of parameters
  – Model testing

• Similarity and Cluster analysis
  – run a cluster analysis and similarity check
  – similarity = dist(newdata, method = "euclidean")
  – compare = hclust(similarity)

• Grouping of similar features
  – E.g. 10 or 30 classes
  – Main difference in scale of data
Output

- E.g. Marine zone classes for 20km

Concluding remarks

- Data input drives the degree of certainty of classification
- Output from marine classification provides biophysical basis – 1 of many layers for MSP process
Vinaka!
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